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Nowadays，in the global watch market, almost 70% of the products are made in 
China, which will become the third largest market in this area, just ranking behind 
America and Japan. However, the way of Chinese manufacturing goes doesn’t live up 
to her position. Low efficiency and unstable yield both are the main character of 
manual and semi-automatic manufacture in assembling watch. Meanwhile, the 
involvement of man-power will bring in worse pollution to these precise parts. 
Therefore, it will be much better if we can use the automatic assemble machine, by 
which we can prevent the manual pollution and realize all the assemble process in the 
clean workshop, which is free from static electricity. The most advance in this 
automatic assemble machine is its stability, high efficient and great yield.   
A new type of automatic minute pinion and axle assemble machine has been 
designed in this thesis. The machine performs its function well, which not only greatly 
improves the efficiency and quality of the production in the assemble workshop, but 
also saves great amount of manpower cost. With a few supply and great demand, the 
assemble machine, especially its mature ones, can be in great competition in our 
national market.    
The main contents of the thesis are summarized below: 
1. Design the scheme of the automatic machine according to the minute pinion 
and axle’s characters, after studying the related technical data and having done the 
research in the manual assemble machine. 
2. Calculate the assemble precision and force for minute pinion and axle’s 
interference fit from the view point of material science and theoretical mechanics. 
3. Finish the designation of machine frame and assemble mechanisms, including 
the auto-feed mechanism, the auto-punch mechanism and the auto discharge system, 
etc.  
4. Realize the control systems for automatic assemble. This designation includes 
not only the type selection for control unit, human-machine interface and servo motor, 
the designation for circuit diagram and programs, but also the installation and 
debugging for electric element. 
5. Choose the high precision machine and ensure high presision manufacturing 
parts. Discuss with the engineer, get the feedback, and make a great improvement in 













     
6. Make good use of advantages for mechanical and electrical by putting their 
debug together, which has greatly improved the efficient and yield. 
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手表机芯的分轮齿轮片如图 1.1 所示 
 



















自动装配的进行。它的性能参数如表 1.1 所示： 
表 1.1 PLC 聚甲醛性能简表
[2，3] 
比重 1.43  拉伸弹性模量 大于 2600 MPa 
熔点 175℃ 冲击强度（无缺口） 108KJ/m2 
伸强度（屈服） 70MPa 冲击强度（带缺口） 7.6KJ/m2 







高度为： 0 0.0190.51− mm。 
另一配套的装配件为手表机芯的分轮轴如图 1.2 所示 
 














- 4 - 
该零件采用瑞士 Sandvik 20AP 的不锈钢，由自动成型车床加工而成，保证
了装配轴端的直径为 0.0300.0200.82∅ 。 
1.2.3 设计要求 
自动装配的目的是实现两零件的过盈装配。 








图 1.3 装配零件与成品件实物图 
图 1.3 分轮轴装配前后及与一元人民币比较 
装配难点： 







行的，熟练工人的装配速度 快可到 8 支/min（不考虑工人疲劳的情况下），改
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